The Calendar Challenge

Calendar data is currently
stuck in different places. The
data is maintained by different
applications originating in
different calendaring sources.
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for the
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court
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When you update data in
one silo, the changes are not
reflected in the other silos,
creating the tedious process
of duplicate data entry in the
various systems.
No Sharing
Courts are still finding it
difficult to share the calendar
outside the courtroom.

Out of Date

The net result is hard-copy
calendars that are obsolete
as soon as they are printed.

THE GOAL: Aggregate Multiple Calendar Sources into a
Shared Collaboration Platform Supporting Both In-Court
and Virtual-Court Hearings

Though many judges have seen the advantages of going
paperless and having remote access, some have worried that
the system would impose cumbersome clicks and be too slow
for use in the courtroom. Not so with aiCALENDAR. It provides:

aiCALENDAR was designed to do the following:

Paper Process

Because of the huge
disconnect between
calendars, courts often are
resorting to paper processes
to communicate both inside
and outside the courtroom.

Everything They Need

Unify

pull it
together

Combine in-person and
virtual court hearings with the
link available to authorized
participants when appropriate.
For the judge, aiCALENDAR
delivers on providing just one
place to go for all court events.
Collaborate
Open the judicial calendar
for collaboration with all the
appropriate stakeholders.
To achieve this, the courts need
a solution built on a shared
platform that can take advantage
of the latest smart technologies
and web apps.

Details: aiCALENDAR provides

Personalize
The Judge’s experience
is the first priority of
aiCALENDAR.
aiCALENDAR was designed
to take into account the
individual needs of each
judge to avoid the common
pitfall of imposing a onesize-fits-all system onto
the judiciary.

in synch

Data Silos

out of synch

A connected court is more than just an online virtual court
session – it’s also about connecting information for the judge
– calendars, cases, signing queues, workspaces and other
vital sources from the justice community. When considering
calendars for the connected court, challenges are revealed:

The Calendar Solution

at-a-glace details for all calendar

events. Each event entry telegraphs

for
judges

key information regarding the
scheduled case such as type
of motion, estimated time, type
of interpreter required and any
noteworthy judicial comments.

Standardization: Judges can
establish up-front guidelines
that standardize the information
attorneys provide when
scheduling.
Seamless Access: Judges
have access to cases straight
from their calendar. If they are
conducting a virtual hearing,
the judge can launch the web
conferencing app straight from
their calendar.

Assurance: Judges can
be assured that all parties
know the date and where to
go for the hearing.
Customized Views:
Customized real-time views
of the calendar according
to judges’ preferences and
can request printed copies
of their calendar designed to
their specifications.
Because aiCALENDAR
was developed and tested
with several circuit courts,
it provides the necessary
ease-of-use that actually
facilitates the courtroom flow
rather than hampering it.

control

attorneys
and
litigants

• View today’s docket
and peruse the weekly
docket
• Locate an available
hearing date
• Determine the
court’s guidelines for
scheduling
• Collaborate with
opposing counsel to
identify an agreeable
hearing date for their
clients

• Finalize and secure a
court date

mobile

And it’s mobile: all of this can be done with a mobile
device, including tablets and smartphones.

A peek behind the scenes
reveals how a configuration
specialist could easily
configure the judge and
attorney’s user experience
without help from IT staff.

These unprecedented times are forcing courts to re-examine
virtual access to dockets, cases and calendars. Many courts
have discovered advantages to virtual court sessions and even
determined that virtual court may be better suited for certain
case types. For judges, connecting to their calendar, their
docket and their order signing queues add to their efficiency.

• An outward-facing
presence for the court

This easy-to-update, builtin flexibility makes it easy
for non-IT staff to set up
the calendaring workflow.
This puts the power in the
hands of the knowledge
worker who understands
the judge’s preferences
and keeps IT from being
burdened. The judicial
assistant can:

• Contact information and
broadcast messages

• Update the judge’s
online photo

• What attorneys need to
provide when scheduling

• Capture and display
contact information for
the judge

aiCALENDAR makes it easy
to establish:

• Signal to the judge
how much time should
be allotted for the
case
• Determine whether a
hearing is virtual and,
if so, have instant
access with a virtual
link

The Connected Court

easy to
maintain

• Which hearings appear
as available

• Specify the necessary
information to be
presented to the attorney
at scheduling time
• Manage the judge’s
calendar experience

access

Now it’s easy for attorneys and case participants
to stay connected and collaborate with the court
calendar system. Without having to make a phone
call, attorneys can:

Simple Configuration

low maintenance

Attorney Access

aiCALENDAR works with
aiSMARTBENCH:
• A virtual case docket with
quick access to related
cases, case notes, and fulltext searches of both cases
and documents
• Order signing features
that provide a seamless
roundtrip pathway for
proposed orders
• Review and edit capabilities
right from the case, easy
management of the
eService list and eSigning
to bank-level standards

aiCALENDAR provides:
• Anytime, anywhere access
to the case calendar from
any mobile device (judges
and participants alike)
• Built-in efficiencies for the
court and attorneys for
collaboration, compliance
and scheduling guidelines
• An accurate, unified court
calendar for everyone

Schedule a demo today.
mentistechnology.com
Call 866.244.6339

